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Abstract. A purely peer-to-peer pitch desk would allow (business) ideas to be sent directly from one 

person to another without being censored by any intellectual analysis. Such a peer-to-peer pitch desk 

allows every human being on earth to challenge their ideas and increase the odds of success for 

finding supportive partners. Expression of concern needs to provide incentives to improve a solution 

rather than shut it down, but unfortunately to often in the digital and physical world, the main benefits 

of transformation are lost to judgmental third parties preventing the flow of energy and ideas between 

two human beings, two corporations, two governments, …. We propose a solution to the pitch desk 

censorship problem using a peer-to-peer network – Ethereum as a censorship-resistant, immutable 

and open-source base layer. The network timestamps energy shots from one user to the other by 

expressing them into a chain of blocks surrounded by walls of encrypted electric energy, creating a 

deep connection between its users that cannot be changed nor manipulated without by-passing the 

strong economic incentives that guarantee it´s decentralization. The longest chain with the highest 

support by the network users can be considered the winner in a race to freedom, prosperity and 

peaceful transformation. As long as a majority of this process is controlled by intentions that are not 

trying to attack and manipulate the network, this generates the profoundest peer-to-peer connection 

ever built on earth and contributes to the decentralized human vision. The tool itself – a decentralized 

pitch desk - requires minimal structure and fits in the palm of your hand. Ideas are broadcast on a 

highest community support basis, and ideas can leave and re-join the network at any moment, 

accepting the fact that human nature is as decentralized as the total count of souls on earth at any 

moment of its existence. With Decentralized Human the idea of a compassionate, responsible and 

self-sovereign human being becomes a reality for the human race that nobody can censor, deny, 

manipulate or stop. With DeHu the progressive and steady transformation towards a violence-free 

world takes off and the decentralized pitch desk adds a peacekeeper/-maker tool for the next 100 

million years to the peaceful coexistence and cooperation of our species.  

 

http://www.decentralizedhuman.org/
http://www.decentralizedhuman.dao/
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Introduction. Pitch desks - as we know them - go along with requirements a large 

portion of the world struggle to comply with and that is not because they are by any 

means maliciously guided, incompetent or lazy but simply because standards are as 

diverse as there are people on earth. While the existing pitch desk system works well 

enough for a small group of participants in the legacy banking system, it still suffers 

from the inherent weaknesses of the trust-based model as the ultimate decision does 

not depend on two parties who want to engage in any sort of relationship but rather 

on a counterparty that determines if they build the bridge between these two parties 

or simply deny it. This leads to the misunderstanding amongst different groups of 

human beings that „there are some who want to exclude us“, since we have been 

trained and tricked into the belief that what other people do or say is wrong, that they 

are responsible for our feelings and therefore deserve punishment. Now with 

Decentralized Human smart technology eliminates the necessity of a counterparty 

and therefore liberates those who are supposed to take responsibility for others and 

gives control and responsibility to the individual decision makers. Lost opportunities 

cost duly and hold the world back emotionally and spiritually which exposes the 

global community to unexpected risks of unknown reach as the world´s challenges 

are too big and far-reaching that the responsibility for a solution-based approach can 

remain centralized. With the possibility of reversal, any centralized solution carries 

the risk of misunderstanding and eventually violent rejections by the masses. With a 

peer-to-peer pitch desk every human being on earth gains access to wide-reaching 

decision making and by the nature of our human existence that imitates 

compassionate thinking and increases passionate actions. What is needed is a 

system based on human needs instead of intellectual analysation, allowing any two 

willing parties to interact directly with each other without the need for a trusted third 

party to intellectually diagnose them. What is needed is a decentralized pitch desk for 

humanity to share ideas and find solutions based on a consensus mechanism to 

which every human being has the same equal access and grants equal decision-

making power to the individual participant by nature of its underlying code. Routine,  
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non-changing mechanisms and tools could easily be implemented to protect parties 

from leaving each other’s needs unfulfilled. In this paper, we propose a solution to 

the global pitch desk problem using peer-to-peer distributed tools in cyberspace on 

the single most secure network Ethereum. The system is secure as long as its users 

collectively reflect a large and diverse portion of our global societies rather than any 

intellectual terms of what we are, what we should be and what others are or should 

be. 

 

Platform. In order to be truly decentralized and open-source, Decentralized Human 

can only run on the Ethereum Blockchain. The Ethereum Blockchain is a Proof-of-

Work platform owned and controlled by nobody, protected by walls of encrypted 

energy, living in cyberspace and growing exponentially. While those being new to the 

technology may misunderstand it initially, every blockchain users would agree that 

decentralization adds value to any idea and takes away the necessity of people to 

trust each other. If you are able to verify 24/7 a consensus decision taken by a vast 

majority of people on earth on a platform that is up and running without any 

interruption, it is clear and obvious to see the huge upside potential here and get a 

broader idea of the use cases for Decentralized Human and what this kind of mutual 

agreements and decision makings do to humanity. Everyone on earth can challenge 

their idea and find out if a significant amount of people on earth agrees upon their 

idea by voting with DeHu – the token governing the Decentralized Human app on the 

Ethereum platform – in favour or against it. Everyone on earth - suddenly inspired by 

the urge to transform and get better every day – joins a competitive run „to the moon 

“, as a vote against an idea does not exclude the idea from being resubmitted again 

after review by the initiator. Only a censorship-resistant and open-source platform 

enables 8 billion people to broadcast their idea on a blockchain and only Ethereum 

can guarantee significant safety and security for an idea to stand strong in case of 

outside attacks.  
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Network. It would be beyond the scope of this whitepaper to discuss the Ethereum 

Network in general. For more information, the reader is invited to visit 

https://www.ethereum.org and learn more about the network.  

It may be said though that Ethereum by its design allows creators to build 

decentralized applications on top of it – like the Decentralized Human dApp and the 

token Decentralized Human (DeHu). Building on Ethereum allows DeHu to have all 

the network benefits and add even more value to the global community by solving the 

pitch desk censorship problem.  

 

Incentive. It is not a new theory that incentives can trigger behaviours in human 

beings and other species that further mutual benefits for a given community. With 

Decentralized Human dApp everyone on earth can contribute to the decision-making 

process and define whether or not an idea wants to be executed with immediate 

effect.  

There are 40 Quadrillion of DeHu tokens available on the Ethereum network and the 

network fee paid to validators on the Ethereum network keeps the network safe and 

also protects the intentions of DeHu. The token DeHu is NOT a currency, NOT a 

medium of exchange, NOT a unit of account and it is also NOT an asset in 

cyberspace. DeHu is the digitalized version of an individual decision packed into 

digital energy and used to find consensus amongst 8 billion people whether or not an 

idea gets approved on the DeHu app. The price to transform an individual decision 

into digital energy is fixed and cannot be changed – unless a global consensus would 

say otherwise. The value of the digitalized decision is used to turn the broadcasted 

ideas into digital-/real-world applications and the used DeHu token is automatically 

returned to the 40 Quadrillion reserve of DeHu tokens after consensus is reached.  

There is no CEO, no company, no government nor any other centralized entity in 

whatsoever legal form behind the Decentralized Human app nor the token DeHu –  

https://www.ethereum.org/
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which means that all decisions are taken by individual decision-makers around the 

globe and that there is no centralized power able to exclude ideas from the dApp nor 

ideas from being resubmitted after an initial rejection by the community of DeHu 

users.  

The creators believe that the power to decide by themselves – which is given to the 

individual - initiates responsible behaviour in every human being on earth and 

contributes to a healing process that makes life ultimately more beautiful for 

everyone. 

 

Simplified Authenticity Verification. It is important to understand that 

Decentralized Human is NOT an anonymous play in cyberspace. No, it is the exact 

opposite to that. The fact that everyone can broadcast an idea does not necessarily 

mean that everyone wants to broadcast their ideas. This means that Decentralized 

Human brings to light ideas that want to be broadcasted and initiates natural 

selection amongst ideas that most likely are not yet ready for global consensus 

mechanisms. It is hard to imagine a malicious action plan to be made available on 

Decentralized Human for everyone on earth and inside the metaverse to see. This 

would be a self-accusation and give regulatory bodies a chance to make life more 

beautiful and protect malicious actors from themselves and contribute to a safe and 

secure world for everyone else as well. This again points out how healing a 

decentralized pitch desk is for humanity.  

 

Combining And Splitting Value. Decision making leads to „combining value “and 

approved ideas „split value “amongst them consequently.  The beauty of a 

decentralized protocol is that nobody could manipulate the combining and splitting of 

value nor could value be used for anything else than the defined consensus.  
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This is the first time in the history of mankind that humanity governs value allocation 

and may go into history as the starting point that 8 billion people stand together and 

act as one. Although the creators of DeHu will not see the day themselves when 

humanity faces the exodus from planet earth to other ecosystems, they do believe 

that DeHu plays an integral part in the preparation and organization of such a joint 

effort - amongst other challenges 8 billion people can only solve together.  

 

Conclusion. We have proposed a solution for the pitch desk censorship problem 

without relying on diagnosis and analysation. To solve this, we proposed a peer-to-

peer decentralized pitch desk using proof-of-work to record a public history of ideas 

and contributions that quickly becomes computationally impractical for an attacker to 

censor if the Ethereum network is used as the underlying layer of consensus and 

security. Any rules and incentives can be enforced with this consensus mechanism. 

We believe that decentralized pitch desks will progressively replace centralized 

problem solving and contribute to the formation of a strong global community of 

human beings joining forces and working together on global challenges.  


